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A novel hierarchical nanostructure of Fe
2
O
3
-flaky coated carbon fibers was produced by the electrospinning process followed by

a hydrothermal technique. First, electrospinning of a colloidal solution that consisted of ferric nitrate and polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
was performed to produce PAN nanofibers. Then electrospun nanofiber was stabilized and calcinated in nitrogen at 800∘C for
2 h to produce carbon nanofibers (CNFs) which were exploited to produce Fe

2
O
3
-flaky structure using hydrothermal technique.

The as-obtained products were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). The results
revealed that Fe

2
O
3
flakes were successfully grown on the CNFs substrates, and the coverage of Fe

2
O
3
flakes could be controlled

by simply adjusting the hydrothermal pH value and time. Fe
2
O
3
-flaky coated carbon fibers displayed high photocatalytic activity

toward degradation of methyl orange (MO) under visible light irradiation.

1. Introduction

Due to the increasing energy crisis and environment prob-
lems, an increasing number of scientific researches have
focused on the utilization of solar light to split water [1, 2],
reduce carbon dioxide (CO

2
) [3, 4], and degrade pollutants

[5, 6] by photocatalysis. It has been reported that the
nanostructured semiconductor metal oxides, such as TiO

2
,

ZnO, Bi
2
O
3
, and Fe

2
O
3
, are effective photocatalysts under

visible-light irradiation [7–10]. Among these semiconductor
metal oxide photocatalysts, Fe

2
O
3
, with a low band gap of

2.2 eV, has been recognized as one of the promising materials
for photocatalytic process because of its low cost, simple
production, environmental friendliness, and excellent chem-
ical stability [11, 12]. However, enhancing the photocatalytic
efficiency of Fe

2
O
3
to meet the practical application is still a

challenge because photoinduced electron-hole pairs in Fe
2
O
3

are difficult to be separated.
Recently, the coupling of the photocatalysts and inert

supports is one of the approaches to prepare the composite
photocatalysts, which may improve charge separation [13,
14]. Mu et al. reported that ZnO-carbon nanofibers (CNFs)
showed high photocatalytic property to degrade rhodamine

B (RB) [15]. Some reports have shown that CNFs could
efficiently capture and transport photoinduced electrons
through highly conductive long CNFs [16, 17]. Judging
from the promising photocatalyst of Fe

2
O
3
and the efficient

electron transfer property of CNFs, combination of Fe
2
O
3

and CNTs seems to be ideal for improving the photocatalytic
efficiency.

In this research, we report a successful attempt for
the preparation of carbon fiber which supported Fe

2
O
3

nanostructures via the combination of simple electrospinning
technique and hydrothermal method, and the photocatalytic
activity of these nanostructure photocatalysts is investigated
by measuring the degradation of methyl orange (MO) as
test substances. The novelty of this study mainly stems from
the fabricating of Fe

2
O
3
-flaky coated carbon nanofibers. The

influence factors of the morphology and the structure are
discussed in detail.

2. Experiments

2.1. Preparation of CarbonNanofibers. 2 g of polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) (𝑀

𝑤
= 150000) was dissolved in 14mL of N,N-

dimethylformamide (DFM) solution containing 3wt% of
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: SEM images of as-obtained carbonized PAN fiber: (a) low magnification and (b) high magnification.
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Figure 2: XRD patterns of the as-obtained carbonized PAN fiber.

ferric nitrate. After stirring at room temperature for 6 h, the
above precursor solution was transferred into the injection
syringe for electrospinning. The positive voltage applied to
the needle tip was 25 kV and the distance between the needle
tip and aluminum foil as the collector was 14 cm.The as-spun
PANfiberswere first stabilized in an air environment at 260∘C
for 0.5 h and then carbonized in a nitrogen atmosphere at
800∘C for 2 h (heating rate of 10∘C⋅min−1).

2.2. Preparation of Fe
2
O
3
-CNFs Nanostructures. 0.01 g of the

obtained CNFs was put into 50mL of 0.015MK
3
[Fe (CN)

6
]

solution anddispersed by ultrasound for 30min. 0.1MHCl or
0.1MNaOH solution was dropped into the mixture to adjust
the pH value. The obtained mixture was transferred into
a 100mL Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave, sealed, and
maintained at 140∘C for different hours and then cooled to
room temperature. The as-obtained products were collected,
washed several times with distilled water, and then dried at
70∘C for 24 h.

2.3. Characterization. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns
were recorded by a Panalytical X’pert Pro X-ray diffractome-
ter equipped with CuKa irradiation at a scan rate of 0.02∘s−1.
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Figure 3: XRD patterns of as-obtained Fe
2
O
3
-CNFs as the function

of pH value.

The accelerating voltage and the applied current were 40 kV
and 40mA, respectively. The morphology of the samples was
determined by field emission scanning electron microscope
(SEM, JEOL JSM-6700F). The UV-Vis absorption spectra
were measured by a HITACHI UV4100 spectrometer, with
the scanning range from 300 nm to 800 nm.

2.4. Photocatalytic Activity. Photocatalytic reaction was car-
ried out in a side-irradiation Pyrex cell at atmospheric
pressure and room temperature.The effective irradiation area
for the cell is 12.56 cm2. 0.05 g of photocatalyst powder was
dispersed by a stirrer in 100mL aqueous solution containing
10mg⋅l−1MO. The dispersions were sonicated for 60 s and
then magnetically stirred in the dark for ca. 15min to ensure
the establishment of adsorption/desorption equilibrium.The
photocatalysts were irradiated with visible light through a
cutoff filter (𝜆 > 420 nm) from a 300WXe lamp. At a given
irradiation time interval, aliquots of 5mL of the solutionwere
drawn and centrifuged. Subsequently the concentrations of
MO in the filtrates were measured quantitatively through the
UV-Vis spectrophotometer.
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Figure 4: SEM images of as-obtained Fe
2
O
3
-CNFs as the function of pH value: (a) 2.0, (b) 3.5, (c) 4.5, and (d) 6.0.
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Figure 5: XRD patterns of as-obtained Fe
2
O
3
-CNFs as the function

of hydrothermal time.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the SEM images of the carbonized PAN
fiber. From Figure 1(a), it can be seen that CNFs align
in random orientation because of the bending instability
associated with the spinning jet. Figure 1(b) displays the
corresponding SEM image with higher magnification. It is

shown that these randomly oriented CNFs have a uniform
surface with small particles and pores because of the outflow
of the Fe

2
O
3
particle and small molecule compound during

the stabilization and carbonization [18]. The diameter of the
CNFs ranges from 300 nm to 500 nm.

The XRD pattern of the as-obtained carbonized PAN
fiber is shown in Figure 2. The broad peaks centered at
around 26.2∘ and 43.7∘ are attributed to the (002) and (010)
planes of the graphite carbon structure (JCPDS 41-1487)
[19]. The fact that 002 diffraction peaks are relatively low in
intensity and broad in shape suggests that as-prepared carbon
nanofibers possess low graphitization and crystallization.
Also, the broadening of the graphite peaks indicates the
existence of some disordered structures in the products.
Peaks at 30.3∘, 35.7∘, 43.3∘, 53.8∘, 57.4∘, and 63.0∘, which are
corresponding to the diffraction peaks of 𝛾-Fe

2
O
3
(JCPDS

25-1402), suggest that nanoparticles are single phase with
tetragonal structure [20]. Then these CNFs are exploited to
produce Fe

2
O
3
-CNFs by hydrothermal method.

To investigate the crystal structure of samples obtained
from the hydrothermal process, XRD is also performed and
the results are shown in Figure 3. The apparent peaks at
24.0∘, 33.1∘, 35.6∘, 40.1∘, 49.3∘, 53.9∘, 57.5∘, 62.5∘, and 64.0∘
correspond to the crystal plane of (012), (104), (110), (113),
(024), (116), (214), and (300), which confirms the formation
of single phase of 𝛼-Fe

2
O
3
with hexagonal structure (JCPDS

86-0550) [21]. When the pH value is adjusted from 2.0 to 4.5
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: SEM images of (a) as-obtained Fe
2
O
3
-CNFs (inset is the high magnification of (a)) and (b) Fe

2
O
3
without CNFs.

by addition of HCl solution, the peaks belonging to 𝛼-Fe
2
O
3

phase become sharper and stronger, which indicates that the
pH value has a notable effect on the degree of crystallinity.
With pH value increasing to 6.0, no significant change for
the 𝛼-Fe

2
O
3
structure is observed. But there appears to be a

peak at 30.3 attributed to 𝛾-Fe
2
O
3
, indicting another phase is

formed.
The morphology of the samples obtained from the

hydrothermal process as the function of pH value is shown
in Figure 4. Obviously, Fe

2
O
3
particles have grown on the

surface of CNFs and the pH value also has influenced the
morphology of Fe

2
O
3
particle. At lower pH value, CNFs are

coated by the spherical particles that are unevenly distributed.
This supports that there are small peaks belonging to carbon
at (002) and (010) planes in Figure 3. When pH value
increases to 4.5, flaky-shaped particle appears. It may suggest
that the intensity of Fe

2
O
3
at (110) plane becomes high as

seen in Figure 3. From Figure 4(d), we can see that the
flaky structure is broken and the as-obtained samples are not
uniform in shape at pH value of 6.0. As discussed above, it
seems that Fe

2
O
3
-flaky coated CNFs with good crystallinity

can be prepared at pH value of 4.5.
The effect of hydrothermal time on the crystalline struc-

tures of Fe
2
O
3
-CNFs is investigated and the result is shown

in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, The diffraction peaks
of Fe
2
O
3
, prepared by hydrothermal-treating 48 h, match

well with those of pure 𝛼-Fe
2
O
3
, and the intensity of peaks

is higher and sharper than that of samples prepared by
hydrothermal-treating 72 h and 24 h. When hydrothermal
time increases to 72 h, other peaks appear in theXRDpatterns
which imply the production of impurity phase. Then the best
reaction time would be 48 h. In order to compare, Fe

2
O
3

powder without CNFs is prepared under the same condition
which is the same as the Fe

2
O
3
-CNFs. From Figure 5, it

is found that the same 𝛼-Fe
2
O
3
is obtained. However, the

intensity of (104) and (110) peaks for Fe
2
O
3
with or without

CNFs is different, which implies that CNFs cause the crystal
orientation of Fe

2
O
3
. Then the corresponding morphology

is shown in Figure 6. Obviously, the morphology of Fe
2
O
3

is notably affected by adding CNFs. The Fe
2
O
3
obtained
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Figure 7: Absorption spectra of the solution of MO exposed to
irradiation for different time (inset is degradation of MO under
visible-light irradiation).

with CNFs has the regular and complete flaky morphology
as shown in Figure 6(a). The as-obtained Fe

2
O
3
without

CNFs is composed of spherical particles and the particles
are aggregated as shown in Figure 6(b). This can explain the
strong intensity of (110) peaks in XRD patterns. In addition,
from Figure 6(a), we can see that the diameter of flakes is
about 300 nm. The difference observed in the morphology
can be corrected by the XRD pattern.

The photocatalytic activity of as-obtained Fe
2
O
3
-CNFs

prepared under the optimal parameters of pH 4.5 and
hydrothermal time of 48 h is evaluated in terms of degra-
dation of MO under irradiation of visible light and the
results are shown in Figure 7. It is seen that the intensity of
the characteristic adsorption peak of MO solution decreases
dramatically in 70min. Moreover, with the extension of
irradiation time, the peak intensity gradually decreases and
completely disappears with 100min irradiation. It reveals that
Fe
2
O
3
-CNFs have an excellent catalytic activity.
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4. Conclusion

The 𝛼-Fe
2
O
3
-flaky coated carbon fibers were easily produced

by the electrospinning process followed by a hydrothermal
technique. The 𝛼-Fe

2
O
3
flakes with single phase were suc-

cessfully grown on the CNFs substrates, and the coverage of
𝛼-Fe
2
O
3
flakes could be controlled by simply adjusting the

hydrothermal pH value and time. The optimal parameters
for hexagonal 𝛼-Fe

2
O
3
preparation were pH of 4.5 and

hydrothermal time of 48 h. The as-obtained 𝛼-Fe
2
O
3
-CNFs

displayed high photocatalytic activity toward degradation of
MO under visible-light irradiation. This synthetic method
may be promisingly applied in fabricating other bi-multi-
functional composites.
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